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AUGUST
Sun 19th

Club shoot, Hunter class, RF, CF

Thur 30

Committee Meeting

SEPTEMBER
Sun 16th

Range Day – Silhouettes, Rimfire

Thurs 27th

Committee Meeting

Two PLB’s for the exclusive use of
our Taupo Branch NZDA members.

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS JUNIOR
SHOOTING
TAUPO DEERSTALKERS HALL
Starts 6.00pm
$2 Range Fee
.22 ammo is available for purchase $6.00 a box
of 50
Bill Seal ph 07 378 9630

Hire Costs are;
$4.00 per day,
minimum hire $12.00
$25.00 for 7 days.
$2 per day thereafter
Plus any Courier
Charges.
TO MAKE A BOOKING:- Email
Mark.poots@gmail.com Ph Mark on 07 3772348

PRESIDENTS REPORT
Hi everyone,
Mid July I flew down to Wellington to attend the National
Conference, it was an interesting event the result of
Which Taupo Life Member Trevor Chappell was
Nominated the National President. For those who know
Him, you will be aware of his passion to the organization
And with the support of us all we hope to see some boxes
Ticked relating to advocacy, WARO, 1080 and Tahr
Management to name just a few.
The current Environment Minister Eugenie Sage spoke on Friday night, and when it came to
question time I asked “ NZ is roughly 60% farmland, townships and rubbish dumps and with
farmers feeding more grain meal and maze silage to stock, how are they dealing with reinfestation?” it makes zero sense to me they are spending millions of $ on arial drops and not
addressing the areas that are adjoining the bush areas being treated allowing the targeted vermin
to re-infest. The Minister considered the question a good one but could give no answer. I believe
it is very important we keep pressing this issue.
Your Taupo branch alongside DOC, The Sika Foundation and Hunters & Habitats have put in 5K
each ($20K) to fund traps for the Kaipo - Oamaru river stream area. This initiative will mean
approx 10Km (5km each side) of the river stream will be installed for the protection of Whio and
other threatened bird life in this area. We as hunters know Whio and other native bird numbers
are being decimated by arial 1080 drops, so this plan will hopefully minimize the damage. The
traps are self setting and have built in counters so the results can be monitored.
The weather will soon warm and the deer will be foraging the spring growth so get out there and
keep safe, get yourself some meat, gotta be better than going to town.
Happy hunting
Lee Garrick
president@nzdataupo.org.nz

Editors Report
Hi everyone,
The year is marching past at great speed, September and the Sika
show is just around the corner then we will be preparing for the
November prize shoot and amongst all that Spring finally arrives
and hopefully some drier and warmer weather.
Our HUNTS convenors have been busy organising a club hunt for
the spring, check out the info later in the newsletter and get your
name down early.
A reminder to all if you have a story to tell of a recent or old hunt,
we would all love to read about it. I am also always grateful for any
photo’s you may have taken, but they do need to be clear.
Cheers
Kris

Press Release – 26 July 2018
Deerstalkers support freedom of access to Hunter Valley
All New Zealanders should have free access to publicly owned land, says a spokesman for the
New Zealand Deerstalkers Association, Bill O’Leary.
Owing to a missed opportunity during the OIO process, public access to conservation land in the
Hunter valley remains as only by grace and favour of the managers of the Hunter Station. This
should never have happened and needs to be set right.
The proposal to retrospectively provide an easement across nearly 40 kilometres of pastoral lease
would be supported by many recreationalists including trampers, climbers, hunters and fishers.
“However, NZDA recognizes that the vehicle track would require some upgrading and ongoing
maintenance and believe this should not be a charge on the station owner. The fact that he is a
foreigner is irrelevant to this case, it’s just a matter of setting the matter of free access that was
intended at the start but somehow overlooked. So public money should pay for improved access,
including any realignment of the track to preserve the manager’s privacy,” said Mr O’Leary.
He added that one proposal to manage an increase in vehicle traffic on the track was for the
Department of Conservation to operate a booking system. “This is common on other tracks
around the country and recreationalists would put up with the minor inconvenience.”

Kaimanawa Hunter Liaison Group Update From Gary Harwood And Mike Main,
NZDA Taupo Representatives.
As mentioned in last months newsletter we were looking at a predator control initiative in the Kaimanawas.
This is now all go with the four parties involved in the Kaimanawa Hunter Liaison Group, NZDA Taupo,
The Central North Island Sika Foundation, Hunters & Habitats and the Department of Conservation Taupo,
all committing to contribute $5000 each towards this project giving a total of $20,000.
We are going to target the Kaipo and Oamaru Streams which form the headwaters of the Mohaka River
where our aim is to protect the fragile population of Blue Duck or Whio in the area. Whio are on the
endangered list with an estimated population of around 2500 so are in desperate need of help. For more
information on Whio click on the following link www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-animals/birds/birds-az/blue-duck-whio
To make an impact we need to protect a minimum of 6km in one stretch as Whio are very territorial and will
occupy on area of around 1km to 5km of stream.
The main threat to Whio are stoats and to a lesser degree rats. To combat these predators, we are going to
purchase Goodnature A24 self-setting traps which will target stoats and also rats. These traps are excellent
for remote locations as they make multiple kills and only need the gas canister and lure replaced about every
six months. Check their web site on the following link for more information on Goodnature and their traps
www.goodnature.co.nz
We have enough funds to purchase 108 x A24 traps including counters for each trap so we can keep track of
how many predators we are taking out. We will then have some good information to go out and secure
additional sponsorship to expand this project into other parts of the Kaimanawa Ranges.
The traps will be set up at 100 metre intervals staggered on each side of the stream, so 108 traps will protect
10.8km of stream.
Two teams went into the Kaipo and Oamaru streams on the weekend on Friday 27 July and surveyed the
Kaipo Stream from just above the swing bridge back to Oamaru hut and the Oamaru Stream from the
Waitawhero Stream back to Oamaru hut, about 9km for each of the Kaipo & Oamaru so a total of about
18km for both streams, this measurement is off the map so much more than this was walked on the day
counting all of the twists and turns of the streams, particularly the Kaipo. Each team walked at least 18km
on the day.
The teams were Brohn Torckler, Brohn’s daughter Kerri – anne Page, Mike and Karen Main and Gary and
Sheryl Harwood. Brohn and Kerri - anne surveyed the Kaipo while Mike, Karen, Gary & Sheryl surveyed
the Oamaru.
We arrived at the Oamaru hut on Friday afternoon and got up at 4.00am on Saturday, had breakfast and were
on our way up our respective streams at 5.00am. We walked to the top of our streams using the Kaipo track
to access the Kaipo Stream and the Boyd track to access the Oamaru, then worked our way back in the river
bed of each stream to make sure we covered the streams thoroughly, so it was a tired but enthusiastic team
that arrived back at the hut mid - afternoon after a big day on the river!
We were lucky enough to see one Whio on the Oamaru and one on the Kaipo. We know there are more than
this in the area from previous sightings but maybe just the time of year made them hard to find, they can
tuck themselves up under banks and logs so might have missed some, but there is certainly only a small
population in the area so it is all the more urgent and important to get this project up and running to protect
the Whio that are here and build up their numbers to a healthy, viable population over time.
We will be installing the first lot of traps on the Kaipo Stream, as the Oamaru has some private land on the
true right so will need time to get permission to access this land, but the Oamaru will be the next stream to
target as this will then give the offspring of existing Whio room to migrate to a safe area so they can also
then breed successfully.
We plan to install the traps on the weekend starting Friday 17 August and have a team of volunteers ready to
go. We are very lucky to have some experienced local people and technical experts from DOC and Good
nature to teach the volunteers who have no experience with these traps, so by the end of the weekend we
will have a good team of volunteers with experience using the A24 traps who will be able to carry out
maintenance and service the traps when required, we will also take new volunteers and continue training
people how to use the traps so we have a good number of skilled volunteers to spread the work load and
install traps on future projects.

This is an exciting project to be involved in and will earn the club some excellent publicity, getting the
message out there that hunters are also conservationists who care about the environment we enjoy when out
in the bush and also the native species that call our backcountry their home. In time we hope you will all be
able to enjoy seeing more Whio when on your hunting trips in the Kaimanawas.
Cheers
Gary and Mike

Hi all
An update on the Whio survey. The survey teams went in last Friday 27 July and surveyed the
Kaipo Stream from just above the swing bridge back to Oamaru hut and the Oamaru Stream from
the Waitawhero Stream back to Oamaru hut, about 9km for each of the Kaipo & Oamaru so a total
of about 18km for both streams, this measurement is off the map so much more than this was
walked on the day counting all of the twists and turns of the streams, particularly the Kaipo. Each
team walked at least 18km on the day.
The teams were Brohn Torckler, Brohn’s daughter Kerri – anne Page, Mike and Karen Main and
Gary and Sheryl Harwood. Brohn and Kerri - anne surveyed the Kaipo while Mike, Karen, Gary &
Sheryl surveyed the Oamaru.
We arrived at the Oamaru hut on Friday afternoon and got up at 4.00am on Saturday, had
breakfast and were on our way up our respective streams at 5.00am. We walked to the top of our
streams using the Kaipo track to access the Kaipo Stream and the Boyd track to access the
Oamaru, then worked our way back in the river bed of each stream to make sure we covered the
streams thoroughly, so it was a tired but enthusiastic team that arrived back at the hut mid afternoon after a big day on the river! Each team also saw deer and also trout in the streams. A
couple of pictures from Kerri -anne of the Blue duck her and Brohn saw on the Kaipo and also the
deer they saw and one of the team about to set off.
We were lucky enough to see one Whio on the Oamaru and one on the Kaipo. We know there are
more than this in the area from previous sightings but maybe just the time of year made them hard
to find, they can tuck themselves up under banks and logs so might have missed some, but there
is certainly only a small population in the area so it is all the more urgent and important to get this
project up and running to protect the Whio that are here and build up their numbers to a healthy,
viable population over time.
We will be installing the first lot of traps on the Kaipo Stream, as the Oamaru has some private
land on the true right so will need time to get permission to access this land, but the Oamaru will
be the next stream to target as this will then give the offspring of existing Whio room to migrate to
a safe area so they can then breed successfully.
We are all go to install the traps on the weekend starting Friday 17 August.
Cheers The survey team

Taupo NZDA Spring Hunt `Chopper Trip‘ Urewera’s 19th-23rd Oct
Flying with Heli Resources Murapara
Heli pad @ Golf Rd approx. 1 mile out of Murapara heading to Waikaremoana
No Dogs allowed in park unless they have Kiwi Aversion training and also be identifiable by tattoo
Safe vehicle parking at Heli pad
Shuttle available to transport hunters to fly in/drop off point at end of road
420kg max per chopper trip (Bell Ranger)
Pay Cash or eftpos @Heli Resources on Day of flight. DOC Landing Fee included in prices
Non NZDA Members $30 extra pp
Safety Brief at Heli Pad prior departure: All groups to Have at least 1 Epirb or other communication, 2
available for Hire from Taupo NZDA. Obtain Permits’ online prior to trip through Te Urewera Hunting
{www.ngaituhoe.iwi.nz}

Hunting Blocks
Northern Blocks $250 pp trips
Right branch Manuohou hut (38 25 42.08, 176 55 06.59) Red deer, Rusa deer, pigs
Ngaherimai hut (38 29 32.21, 176 58 39.53) Red deer, Rusa deer, pigs
Hanamihihi camp site (38 27 39.54, 176 57 36.72) Red deer Rusa deer, pigs
Duckville hut (38 21 45.71, 176 52 43.99) Red deer, Rusa deer, pigs
Takarua hut (38 28 49.45, 177 00 25.03) Red deer, pigs
Casino hut (38 18 50.7, 176 54 31.72) Red deer, pigs

Southern blocks $300 pp trips
Te Totara hut (38 43 52.73, 176 52 25.43) Red deer, pigs
Central Waiau hut (38 46 05.25, 176 50 49.25) Red deer, pigs, trout)
Tewaiotukapiti hut (38 48 36.88, 176 51 22.02) Red deer, pigs, trout
Parahaki campsite (38 44 42.01, 176 51 15.31) Red deer, pigs, trout
Sids campsite (38 49 31.55, 176 51 27.49) Red deer, pigs, trout
Blue slip campsite (38 47 29.33, 176 50 02.91) Red deer, pigs, trout
CONTACT: Paul Coleman colemanp@windowslive.com OR Mike Main
michaelmain06@gmail.com

COMING EVENTS
Keep an eye on the newsletter for the organized Summer Hunt
This will be into the Ahimanawa/Kaweka area with Chris Crosse – East Kaweka Helicopters

Congratulations to Trevor Chappell who was voted in as the new National President for the
New Zealand Deerstalkers at the National Conference in Wellington last month.
Trevor is a life member of the Taupo branch and has spent many years on the Taupo branch
committee. He will be an asset to the association and we look forward to seeing more of him
as he takes up this position.
Thank you and Best Wishes for the future to Bill O’Leary who has stepped down from
National President. Bill has been the National President for the past 4 years during which
time he has been a strong advocate for the association. We hope Bill now gets the chance to
spend some time with family and finally get some time to get some hunting in.
All the very best Bill and we hope we still get to see your smiling face again in the future.
Kris Lyall

TAUPO FARM AND GAME MEAT
PROCESSORS
Andrew Elmiger
15 Manuka Street
Specialists in bacon curing and Smoking
Superb small goods – sausages,
salamis, luncheon etc.
Game animal specialists – smoked and
corned venison.

Phone/Fax Andrew on 377 3397

Q: Why do the French eat snails?
A: They don't like fast food.
Q: What's the last thing that goes through a bug's
mind as it hits your windshield?
A: Its butt.
Two flys are out on a date, so they go out on the
town and see fresh dog poop on the side of the
road. They rush down and start feasting, when
one of the flies stops and has the biggest relieved
face. The other fly asks, "Are you okay?" The fly
responds with a squirmish smile and the other fly
smells something funky and says, "Dude, how
rude! You fart while I'm eating!"
An elderly couple are in church. The wife leans over and whispers to her husband, "I just let out a long,
silent fart. What should I do?" The husband replies, "First off, replace the batteries in your hearing aid!"
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